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Laguna electric silent
CD:6600000912 12v.
CD:6600000924 24v.

Laguna electric standard
CD:6500000912
CD:6500000924

Manual Compact
CD:6600000700

Electric silent compact
CD:6600000712
CD:6600000724

Manual Comfort
CD:6600000800

Electric standard compact
CD:6500000712
CD:6500000724

Electric standard comfort
CD:6500000812
CD:6500000824

Deluxe low .silent
CD:6500003012 12v.
CD:6500003024 24v.

Deluxe std. silent
CD:6500003212 12v.
CD:6500003224 24v.

Deluxe low. bev.silent
CD:6500003112 12v.
CD:6500003124 24v.

Deluxe std. bev. silent
CD:6500003312 12v.
CD:6500003324 24v.

Matromarine has realized a range of toilets where performance, reliability, noise level and design have really reached the highest standards.
 Available in 3 different basic models- electric standard,electric silence powered or manual. Competitively, the fine finish and well thought design of 
these toilets is remarkable. Made of white vitreous porcelain, and with corrosion resistant parts throughout, the Laguna toilet, is quiet, robust and easy 
to clean. 
MANUAL: This toilet may be supplied in the standard and large bowl versions and is equipped with a new conceiving of manual toilet pump offering 
the following qualities: thanks to the proper, buttonhole- shaped fixing holes on the base it is possible to replace the toilet without having to bore new 
holes (easy substitution with toilet PAR, RM, and many others) the toilet may be mounted both above or below the waterline; the fitted pump is a self 
priming one; the reversible left-handed pump mounting enables to install the toilet indifferently on both sides; waste discharge is possible both over-
board and into a holding tank on board;
FITTING DETAILS: connections for 19mm (3/4”) inlet hose and 38 mm (1 1/2”) outlet hose WEIGHT: 10 Kgs. about
ELECTRIC STANDARD: A special white vitreous china bowl allows a perfect cleaning and an internal space as a normal WC, with usual external 
dimensions of marine toilets. All metal parts and screws are in stainless steel. The base is in anti-crash material and the body pump is in brass. It can 
be installed either above or below the sea level. A special macerator pump allows the expulsion up to 3.50 m in height. Self priming up to 1,2 mt. 
vertically. Equipped with cover and control panel. Connecting rod for outlet 1” 1/2.
ELECTRIC SILENT: The new line of fitted design bowls in vitreous china makes this toilet very comfortable and nice to be seen, just like a home toilet. 
The base is in anti-crash material. It can be installed either above or below the sea level. Matromarine has realized a range of toilets where per-
formance, reliability, noise level and design have really reached the highest standards. The running cycle is completely automatic and eliminates 
wastewater through a high-performance pump that allows drainage of waste up to 7 m. in height and at a distance of 70 m. This hydrovacuum toilet 
can use an automatic water system or deck pumps installed onboard for water. inlet. It is fitted with an electronic switch to regulate automatically water 
inlet and outlet at 2 different stages: first the bowl is filled up with clear water, and then waste is discharged by leaving the bowl empty and clean. 

Laguna Marine toilet

Premium low “soft close”seat.
CD:6500002012
CD:6500002024

Conversion kit 
CD:5500000712
CD:5500000724

Veented loop
CD:6000100015
CD:6000100013
CD:6000100010

Y-valve:
CD:6000100025

Matromarine has realized a range of toilets where performance, reliability, noise level and design have really reached the highest standards.
 Available in 3 different basic models- electric standard,electric silence powered or manual. Competitively, the fine finish and well thought design of 
these toilets is remarkable. Made of white vitreous porcelain, and with corrosion resistant parts throughout, the Laguna toilet, is quiet, robust and easy 
to clean. 
MANUAL: This toilet may be supplied in the standard and large bowl versions and is equipped with a new conceiving of manual toilet pump offering 
the following qualities: thanks to the proper, buttonhole- shaped fixing holes on the base it is possible to replace the toilet without having to bore new 
holes (easy substitution with toilet PAR, RM, and many others) the toilet may be mounted both above or below the waterline; the fitted pump is a self 

Laguna Marine toilet



Laguna waste water treatment

New updated version of the waste water kit with the macerator pump mounted and already connected to the tank. The system includes tank, macera-
tor, y-valve, gas tank vent, activated carbon filter and control panel with Probe to check the level in the tank. MATROMARINE holding tank systems are 
molded from linear low density polyethylene (LLDP) resin. Polyethylene is best-suited for holding tank constructions because of its resistance to corrosion 
and odor permeation, and it will last longer than the life of a typical fiberglass hull.  ISO/USCG compliance: MATROMARINE models are fully compliant 
with the ISO 8099:2000(E) Standards. Odor-Free Design: MATROMARINE tanks have extra-heavy wall thickness to prevent odor permeation. Tanks can 
be fitted with an activated carbon filter that stops unpleasant odors from escaping through the holding tank vent. Multiple tank outlets: most Matromarine 
models are equipped with two discharge outlets: one is for connection to a deckmounted discharge fitting and the other is for connection to an overboard 
discharge pump.  leak-proof design: Matromarine one hose connection is located on  top of the tank, thus eliminating all possibility of leakage due to a 
faulty connection below the liquid level of the tank contents. Our unique diptube design reduces the risk of plugging while keeping the residual contents 
in the tank to a minimum. New fast connection in strong PVC makes this kit the most easy-mounting and complete system for the treatment of waste waters 
present on the market. Available also in 24v. version upon request.

CD. 9400000547 Kit for waste water (rectangular) 47 lt.                                          
CD. 9300000550 Kit for waste water (rounded shape) 50 lt.
CD. 9400000578 Kit for waste water (rectangular) 78 lt.                                           
CD. 9300000575 Kit for waste water (rounded shape) 75 lt.
CD. 9400005112 Kit for waste water (rectangular) 112 lt                                          
CD. 9300000598 Kit for waste water (rounded shape) 98 lt.

MACERATOR PUMP
Plastic macerator and rubber impeller discharge pump
- self priming up to 2  mt. vertical lift.             
- 43 LPM output at 5 mt. total head 
- macerates and discharges water and waste mixtures.
CAPACITY: 43  lt./ min.   DIMENSIONS: 240 x 130 x 90 mm
PORT CONNECTIONS: Inlet: 38 mm 
Hose barb plus  1 1/2”  –  Outlet: 25 mm

CD. 5500001112

 Amp 12A. - Voltage: 12V. 

CD. 5500001124 

 Amp: 6A. - Voltage: 24V.

MAXI MACERATOR PUMP 
Toilet waste macerator pump, 45 min. rated, can discharge tanks 
up to 2100 litres.
-  bronze pump body self priming up to 3 mt. vertical lift.
- 47 LPM output at 7 mt. total head  
- macerates and discharges water and waste mixtures.
CAPACITY: 47  lt./min.    DIMENSIONS: 260 x 130 x 90 mm
PORT CONNECTIONS: Inlet 38 mm
 + 1 1/2 hose barb – Outlet: 25 mm

CD. 5500001012                       
Amp. Draw: 16A. -  Voltage: 12V.                         
  
CD. 5500001024 
Amp Draw:    9A. -  Voltage: 24V. 

•Compact and simple design
•Flexible installation 
•No filter required
•Can run dry.
•Can pump air/water mixture
•Low power consumption
•Quiet operation
•Mets iso 8846 en55014 standards
•360° rotational pump body and 360 ° rotational hose connection
•Double non-return valve.

A modern diaphragm pump that can be set up in several applications  and with different pump motor configurations.It is easy to install  as a bilge pump in 
any leisure craft or anywhere after the drain outlet in the waste water system or directly in the Matromarine waste water tank .
No filters required, the pumps can run dry, and also can handle a mixture of air and water without difficulty. 
Perfect for installation in thight spaces, the Laguna shower drain pump can be incorporated into a small boat bilge space.
Available in version with double 19 mm port connection and 38 mm port connection. Equipped with straight and 360° angled rotational port connection.

PART. N. VOLT AMP FLOW/MIN FLOW 1,5 MT/MIN HOSE 
CONNECTION

DIMENSIONS

8700101112
8700101124
8700001112
8700001124

12
24
12
24

9
3
8
3

32
32
32
32

19
19
19
19

19
19
38
38

151x140x105mm
151x140x105mm
151x140x105mm
151x140x105mm

Laguna Diaphragm pump 

Laguna waste water treatment

New updated version of the waste water kit with the macerator pump mounted and already connected to the tank. The system includes tank, macera-
tor, y-valve, gas tank vent, activated carbon filter and control panel with Probe to check the level in the tank. MATROMARINE holding tank systems are 
molded from linear low density polyethylene (LLDP) resin. Polyethylene is best-suited for holding tank constructions because of its resistance to corrosion 
and odor permeation, and it will last longer than the life of a typical fiberglass hull.  ISO/USCG compliance: MATROMARINE models are fully compliant 
with the ISO 8099:2000(E) Standards. Odor-Free Design: MATROMARINE tanks have extra-heavy wall thickness to prevent odor permeation. Tanks can 



New mercury free switch with “SNAP” 
movement with over 500.000 on/off.
2 years of warranty. ISO 8846 

CD:8500000108 15 Amp.

Laguna DC pumps for Deckwash,Bilge & Refuelling
A wide range of marine pumps suitable for all applications. Capacities vary from 4l.. to 145 litres per minute, allowing the proper matching of the 
pump to the desired use. All fitted with heavy-duty motors to provide long service life under heavy use. Our series of marine pumps are employed for 
bilge pumping system, wash down  application, deck wash, refuelling and waste water handling. Certified ISO 8846 - EN 55014

A.DECK PUMP: Ideal for deck washing, bilge pumping and pressurised systems.manufactured in brass.  Self priming up to 5/7 mt. vertical lift
B.OIL CHANGER PUMP:Included gear pump 180 cm long wire clamps, fuse holder and hoses 8 and 6 mm. Manufacture in PTFE run dry. Patented
C.DIAPHRAGM PUMP: A wide choice of silent pumps with 5 diaphragms from 8 to 18 litres per minute. Connection 1/2” id hose

Delivery: 12 litres   CD. 2500001212   12 V. 
                            CD. 2500001224   24 V.
 

Delivery: 18 litres    CD. 2500001812  12V.
                             CD. 2500001824  24V.

LAGUNA BILGE PUMPS:
Laguna Bilge pumps are equipped with a built-in electric controlled snap switch  technology making it fully automatic. No float switch needed and 
no power used until pump turns on when water level rises. These pumps are durable and easy to install, and they offer boaters a sleek new design 
that has been tested to be reliable, efficient, and automatically operative in harsh saltwater and freshwater uses. Equipped with stainless steel shaft 
316, and high-impact durable plastic housing.

*Compact, all-in-one unit 
*Integrated snap sensing switch into the pump body 
*No mercury 
*Removable clip on basket design 
*3-wire device can be run in auto or manual overridemode.
*No tools needed for maintenance 
*Extremely energy efficient 
*Water-cooled motor for long service intervals 
*Meets the international standard, ISO 8846 marine 

PART. N. MOD. VOLT AMP FLOW/MIN FLOW 1 MT/
MIN

HOSE 
CONNECTION

DIMENSION

5700205115
5700205133
5700205134
5700205021
5700205022

500 GPH
750 GPH
750 GPH
1100 GPH
1100 GPH

12
12
24
12
24

1,8
3
2
4

2,5

36
60
60
84
84

30
50
50
75
75

19
19
19
29
29

151x78x95 mm
151x78x95 mm
151x78x95 mm
151x78x95 mm
151x78x95 mm

AUTOMATIC SWITCHES
Manufactured in corrosion-resistant and explosion-proof material. They can be used for any kind of pump and also for water bilge and other alarm 
systems.

New switch with  Integral guard for protection 
against damage. mercury free, snap movement 
with over 500.000 on/off. 2 years of warranty
ISO 8846

CD:8500000109 15 Amp.

Delivery: 33 litres   CD. 8500000112   12 V. 
                            CD. 8500000124   24 V.

Delivery: 45 litres   CD. 8500000212   12 V. 
                            CD. 8500000224   24 V.

Delivery: 8  litres   CD. 8500010312   12V. 
                           CD. 8500010324   24 V.

Laguna DC pumps for Deckwash,Bilge & Refuelling
A wide range of marine pumps suitable for all applications. Capacities vary from 4l.. to 145 litres per minute, allowing the proper matching of the 
pump to the desired use. All fitted with heavy-duty motors to provide long service life under heavy use. Our series of marine pumps are employed for 
bilge pumping system, wash down  application, deck wash, refuelling and waste water handling. Certified ISO 8846 - EN 55014

A.DECK PUMP: Ideal for deck washing, bilge pumping and pressurised systems.manufactured in brass.  Self priming up to 5/7 mt. vertical lift

CD:8500000108 15 Amp.
CD:8500000109 15 Amp.
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We manufacture a wide selection of marine blowers in strong  fyber glass material  homologated by R.I.N.A and with different capacities+ from 280 
m3 to 1000 m3 per hour. Screws and shaft in stainless steel.  Flex mount and very strong dynamic flange mount. Low current draw. Countinuous duty 
Best ratio on the market between volume air flow and compact size. All models are ignition protected ISO 8846.  Complying with ISO 8849,EN 
55014,ISO 10133.

FLANGE MOUNT:

CAPACITY: 280 mc. per hour / 163 cfm       CD. 5500001212 12 V. Amp 3,9
DIMENSIONS: 200 x 165 x 195 mm            CD. 5500001224 24 V. Amp 2,5
PORT CONNECTIONS: Inlet: 75 mm - Outlet: 72 mm

CAPACITY: 550 m3 per hour / 324 cfm        CD. 5500101212 12 V. Amp 11,5
DIMENSIONS: 290 x 257 x 150 mm            CD. 5500101224 24 V. Amp 7,0
PORT CONNECTIONS: Inlet: 110 mm - Outlet: 103 mm

CAPACITY: 750 m3 per hour / 441 cfm        CD. 5500101412 12 V. Amp 15
DIMENSIONS: 290 x 257 x 150 mm            CD. 5500101424 24 V. Amp 8
PORT CONNECTIONS: Inlet: 150 mm - Outlet: 103 mm

CAPACITY: 1000 m3 per hour / 589 cfm      CD. 5500101624 24 V. Amp 16 
DIMENSIONS: 290 x 257x 180 mm
PORT CONNECTIONS: Inlet: 150 mm - Outlet: 103 mm

FLEX MOUNT:

CAPACITY: 550 m3 per hour / 324 cfm      CD. 5500102212 12 V. Amp 11,5
DIMENSIONS: 290 x 257 x 150 mm          CD. 5500102224 24 V. Amp 7,0
PORT CONNECTIONS: Inlet: 110 mm - Outlet: 103 mm

CAPACITY: 750 m3 per hour / 441 cfm      CD. 5500102412 12 V. Amp 15           
DIMENSIONS: 290 x 257 x 150 mm          CD. 5500102424 24 V. Amp 8
PORT CONNECTIONS: Inlet: 150 mm - Outlet: 103 mm

CAPACITY: 1000 m3 per hour / 589 cfm     CD. 5500102624 24 V. Amp 16
DIMENSIONS: 290 x 257x 180 mm
PORT CONNECTIONS: Inlet: 150 mm - Outlet: 103 mm

Laguna Marine Blowers

Laguna Marine Searchlight
Our range of marine lights are designed to withstand the rigors of sea-life. We engineer each product to match exact performance specification list-
ings for an extra margin of safety. Our spotlights are designed to offer the best combination of beam spread(width) and intensity (length),

Xenon Spotlight:New powerful searchlight with improved style and  
performances, ideal for medium and big-sized yachts.
Sealed beam xenon light with HID group. 55 watt power  complete of 
water-proof remote control panel. Body and base in sun-ray white ABS 
(UVA). Excellent  corrosion-resistance also in case of adverse weather 
conditions. Brighter, wider beam pattern for maximum viewing safety 
Equipped with bright light and high  powered 55 watt xenon light. bulb 
8000k. 2000 hours lifetime
Creates a 30 degree wider beam pattern and delivers 3 times more 
light on sea than a standard halogen light Meets or exceeds original 
equipment quality standards

Double spotlight:Two sealed beams with double filament on each light 
allow to enjoy always of a very luminous ray, both if the light shaft is 
directed upwards and also when it is oriented down. Short light with 
sweep large beam: 100 mt. depth. Deep light with cone beam: 1000 
mt. depth. Easy mounting thanks to the fitted fast connections. 2x75000 
candlepower
Complete of water-proof remote control and quick lead. 
Upon request the spotlight can be supplied with an extension lead (4 
mt. long). Spotlight body and base are made of sun-ray proof white ASA 
material. 

Model    Description    Range at 1 Lux    Candle power
7000000001   manual 100 W,    262 Meters    100,000
7000000012   single 100 W..    262 Metres    100,000
7100000012   double 2X75 W.    222 Meters    130,000
7200000012   mod. 2005 100 W.    300 Metres    125,000
7200001012   xenon 55 W.    800 Metres    550,000
7000000003   fl oodlight 55 W    125 Meters      55,000

Laguna Marine Searchlight
Our range of marine lights are designed to withstand the rigors of sea-life. We engineer each product to match exact performance specification list-
ings for an extra margin of safety. Our spotlights are designed to offer the best combination of beam spread(width) and intensity (length),

Xenon Spotlight:New powerful searchlight with improved style and  Double spotlight:Two sealed beams with double filament on each light 



Matromarine Products s.r.l is an 
international manufactu-

ring Company developping and realizing 
a vaste range of products for marine use.  
Marketing and distribution is handled via 
multiple sales companies and indepen-
dent distributors worldwide. 35 years of 
experience providing  solutions for marine 
equipment needs to ensure high quality 
of standards. We are certified ISO 9001. 
Today Matromarine is producing not only  
toilets and pumps, but can boast of a range 
of over 100 articles for pleasure crafts, 
many of which are bearing the mark and 
the approval  of R.I.NA., according to Solas 
rules. 

 marked according to the following Stan-
dards:
EN 55014 Radio Disturbance
ISO 8846 Protection against Ignition of surroun-
ding flammable gases

Marine Sanitation           Plumbing solution           Lighting equipment           Ventilation systems            Waste Water Handling

WWW.MATROMARINE.COM        INFO@MATROMARINE.COM       ITALY       PHONE: +390109630004


